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Wong observes that SRA abusers are not content merely to abuse the children, but are determined to corrupt them and turn them into abusers themselves by forcing them to take part in some of the killings. “It’s a very comprehensive programme … to subject the child to physical, mental and emotional torture for a very long period. [The victims] go through hell.”

SRA perpetrators are known to have infiltrated the media alongside other realms of public life. Some journalists have a strong vested interest in covering up SRA, but the media has a key role in exposing it and has no excuse for claiming squeamishness, given the whole range of dark issues on which they daily report.

Why are Christians doing so little about SRA? Far from creating an “SRA myth”, most Christians are indifferent and as skeptical as non-Christians about it. Some of Wong’s best allies in exposing SRA have been non-Christians.